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Abstract
This article is a review of Group Therapy for anxiety in children and adolescents with high functioning Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). It first provides a literature review of available papers to outline some of the key features of ASD, its comorbidity with anxiety and the emergence of effective intervention strategies for use in this group of individuals. It also looks at adaptations that were commonly suggested by these studies to tailor CBT and counselling interventions to the specific needs of ASD population. Then, it describes the structure of a group therapy treatment in a CAMHS setting in the UK.
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Description of the Disorder
Autism Spectrum Disorders term used to refer to the set of pervasive developmental disorders including Autism, Asperger’s Syndrome and Pervasive Developmental Disorder Not Otherwise Specified. This group of disorders was characterised by pervasive difficulties in the key areas of social communication interactions and restrictive repetitive behaviours or activities [1,2]. The DSM-IV used the criteria of language delay and intellectual disability to diagnostically differentiate Autism from Asperger Syndrome.

In the most recent version of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (the DSM-V) [1], released by The American Psychiatric Association in May 2013, these familiar autism spectrum disorders were officially eliminated and now incorporated all into the single diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder. The Work Group believed a single umbrella disorder would improve the diagnosis of ASD without limiting the sensitivity of the criteria, or substantially altering the figure of children being diagnosed and would also allow clinicians defining a more beneficial treatment plan for patients by defining an accurate diagnosis as a first step.

The epidemiology of ASD approximately estimated the prevalence from 30 to 60 in 10,000, although increasing awareness of the disorder has led to greater rates of diagnosis [3]. According to the latest estimates by the United States Centre for Disease Control, ASD may even be as common as 1 in every 68 children [4] (Table 1).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surveillance year</th>
<th>Birth year</th>
<th>Number of ADDAM Sites reporting</th>
<th>Prevalence per 1,000 Children (Range)</th>
<th>This is about 1 in X children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.7 (4.5-9.9)</td>
<td>1 in 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6.6 (3.3-10.6)</td>
<td>1 in 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8.0 (4.6-9.8)</td>
<td>1 in 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9.0 (4.2-12.1)</td>
<td>1 in 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11.3 (4.8-21.2)</td>
<td>1 in 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14.7 (5.7-21.9)</td>
<td>1 in 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14.6 (8.2-24.6)</td>
<td>1 in 68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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more children with ASD are identified, there will be a likely rise in
the number of families and children seeking treatment.

**ASD Comorbidity with Anxiety**

There are very high levels of co-morbid psychiatric difficulties among this population with estimates ranging of 7% to 15%. Anxiety related concerns are among the most common presenting problems for school age children and adolescents with ASD [5].

Several studies have examined the prevalence of anxiety in young people with ASD. A review by White et al. [6] of 11 such studies reported prevalence of a broader range of 13.6% to 84%. This large range in the prevalence may be accounted for by the difference in the methods used to measure anxiety, definitions and in diagnostic subtypes. Some of the most frequently reported anxiety disorders and symptoms seen in children with ASD were simple phobia, generalised anxiety disorder, separation anxiety disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder and social phobia.

More recently, a systematic review of the literature by Van Steensel et al. identified 31 studies involving 2,121 young people with ASD aged younger than 18 years and where the presence of anxiety disorder was assessed using standardized questionnaires or diagnostic interviews. Across studies, 39.6% of young people with ASD had at least one comorbid DSM-IV anxiety disorder, the most frequent being specific phobia (29.8%) followed by OCD (17.4%) and social anxiety disorder (16.6%). Associations were found between the specific anxiety disorders and ASD subtype, age, IQ and assessment method (questionnaire versus interview) [7].

Studies have also looked at prevalence rates of anxiety among ASD individuals compared to other populations, for instance compared to groups of typically developing children, those with ASD had a higher occurrence of anxiety [8,9]. Children with ASD were also more likely to be diagnosed with an anxiety disorder and/or have more intense anxiety symptoms in comparison with other at risk groups, i.e. children with conduct disorders and learning disabilities [10,11].

Formal diagnosis of anxiety disorders in this group is hard for therapists due to overlap between the comorbid anxiety and core symptoms of ASD. Several anxiety disorders in DSM- IV and ICD 10 had autism as an exclusion criterion, implying that an anxious processing style is a feature of ASD.

The development of anxiety among children with ASD may relate to their cognitive impairment as they may lack the cognitive flexibility to generate strategies to adapt to varying circumstances and may experience distress over even trivial changes in the environment. The information processing style in children with ASD termed ‘weak central coherence’ is similar to non-ASD anxious children whereby they selectively attend to threatening cues which results in the misinterpretation of ambiguous situations as threatening [12,13]. As a consequence, these cognitive deficits can result in a repertoire of social and communication difficulties resulting in children experiencing severe difficulties in social relationships which may in turn lead to the development of anxiety [14].

If a child or adolescent has a co-occurring anxiety disorder, this could further negatively impact on the overall social impairment associated with ASD. This could impact on the child’s or adolescent’s ability to take part in activities at school, home, or within the community. Children with significant anxiety symptoms are at risk for serious educational difficulties, later unemployment, substance abuse and other psychiatric problems [15].

**Introduction: Group Therapy Treatment for children**

Group therapy is defined as a model of therapy, in which two or more patients meet with one or more therapists to alter their behavioural and cognitive patterns [16]. Moreno, as the father of group psychotherapy, represented the first attempts to treat people in groups rather than exclusively in one-to-one settings (Moreno 1953, 1964). Since then, the model of group therapy has evolved through different stages.

Group therapy also presented a more cost-effective method of treating the large number of children and adolescents with anxiety disorders referred to Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS). It was shown to help children with their socio-emotional and peer relationships difficulties, social cues understanding and processing problems and planning appropriate response to these cues [17].

The classic model of group therapy with adults would not be helpful nor practical with children and needed to be modified to accommodate the special needs of children and in particular children with ASD. Some of more common adaptations are described here.

The long-established psychoanalytic approach was practised in the field of group therapy for children and adolescents for many years. However, Yalom pioneered a new process of group therapy and introduced a structured planning based on the cognitive-behavioural group model and guidelines. For example, planning fun, attractive activities, initiating and maintaining balanced participation and increasing disclosure among members were related to the process of the group. Guidelines such as always planning sessions, determining relevant themes for group based on membership and targeted group goal and providing validation assignments were related to the cognitive-behavioural approach [18-22].

Drumm reported group intervention effective with positive outcomes in primary goals, e.g. social skill, problem solving and conflict resolution in a particular group, which could then also result in further secondary changes e.g. increased feelings of belonging, normalizing of one’s experiences and increasing peer esteem and self-esteem.

A number of quasi-experimental and qualitative accounts confirmed that activity group therapy with neurotypically developed children and adolescents could help to reduce anxiety, aggression and delinquent behaviours and increase performance at school and engagement in groups and help them to feel in control of their lives [22].
‘Leading the Way’ [22] was a remarkable example of an activity group therapy showing how modifying group therapy could meet the need of children who lived with HIV. This was an approach derived from play therapy that included a mix of guided conversations, socio-recreation activities such as games, art and music that allowed direct and indirect self-expression to deliver guided discussions, psycho-education and psychotherapy to explore difficult issues and feelings about HIV/AIDS and encourage risk-reduction behaviours.

As another example, Eichstedt et al. used The Worry Warriors Program, a manualized CBT group program adapted from the Taming Worry Dragons manual developed by Garland and Clark [23,24]. It was appropriate for neurotypically developed children age 8-12 year and involved 12 weekly sessions of 90-minutes duration each with six therapists conducting in pairs.

Tobon et al. in combination with Chu and Kendall’s study, looked at a different aspect which was the patterns of children’s involvement over time in group cognitive behavioural treatment (GCBT) program for anxiety versus individual therapy and recommended using an adapted version of the Child Involvement Rating Scale (CIRS) in group therapy, similar to the measure of involvement used in individual therapy.

Adolescents with ASD often desire friendships despite their social skills difficulties and express concerns about their lack of reciprocal friendships and difficulties in maintaining and sustaining friendships. Unsurprisingly, poor social skills in ASD have been linked to significant levels of anxiety, including compulsive and ritualistic behaviour, irrational fears and beliefs, depression, increased aggression and poor relationships with parents and teachers [25].

Klinger and Williams recommended a “compensation” approach that many successful social skill interventions use, in which children with ASD were explicitly taught how to understand and interpret social cues and behaviours to compensate for their lack of implicit understanding of social information. Many empirically supported social skills interventions utilized similar techniques including incidental teaching, social stories and scripts, roleplays, self-monitoring and peer-mediated activities, e.g. peer education and peer buddy. For example, Lopata and colleagues derived their social skills curriculum for high-functioning school-age children with ASD from the Skill-streaming program, which followed a specific stepwise procedure for teaching, modelling, role-playing and feedback on social skills [25].

Mundy et al. found the structured and linear format of group therapy interferring with the process of matching intervention techniques to patients’ characteristics. Therefore, they considered the heterogeneity of presenting phenotypes in high-functioning ASD and presumably corresponding variations in underlying pathlogy in order to tailor intervention techniques to a patient’s specific characteristics and strengths [26,27].

Liber et al. [28] proposed that providing anxious children with treatment in a CBT group format could conceptually reinforce their relationships with peers, give those peers modelling, normalise anxiety and expose them to social situations which were more representative of daily life experiences.

Literature Review of Group Therapy in Treatment of Children with ASD and Anxiety

Several case studies and exploratory clinical trials have suggested that group-therapy CBT intervention may help lessen anxiety symptoms in children with ASD [29-32] (Table 2).

Chalfant et al. reported superior anxiety outcomes of a 16-week group therapy CBT intervention for children with ASD and concurrent anxiety disorders who were in the immediate treatment group when compared to the waitlist group. Limitations of this study were that the therapists rather than independent evaluators blind to treatment assignment administered the post-treatment diagnostic interviews and that treatment fidelity was not assessed. Thus, whilst CBT might have been a promising intervention modality for the ASD population, methodological characteristics of the exact studies precluded conclusions about efficacy.

Sofronoff et al. [31] evaluated two variants of a 6-week CBT program in a group-therapy format that focused on emotion recognition and cognitive restructuring for children with Asperger syndrome. Participating children were not diagnosed with anxiety disorders at pre-treatment stage per se. However, parent-report measures showed declines in child anxiety symptoms in the CBT groups compared to a waitlist group.

Wood et al. [26] used a fully modular individually-focused CBT intervention developed for their study to promote optimal treatment outcomes, as one of the first of its kind to be empirically evaluated in the ASD population. They also used fear hierarchies that included steps toward making friends.

Reaven et al. [33] studied thirty-three children with high-functioning ASD and their parents who participated in a manualized cognitive behavioural group treatment aimed at reducing the severity of anxiety symptoms. Parent-child dyads entered into either an active treatment condition or wait list control condition. Results indicated significant reductions in parents’ reports of anxiety symptoms after the delivery of the group treatment, compared with the wait list control condition. The findings of this study were promising, especially in light of the high rates of comorbidity between ASD and anxiety.

Later on, Reaven et al. randomized fifty children with high-functioning ASD and anxiety to group CBT or treatment-as-usual (TAU) for 12 weeks; initial results suggested that a group CBT intervention specifically developed for children with ASD may be effective in decreasing anxiety. Limitations of this study included small sample size, lack of an attention control group and use of outcome measures normed with typically developing children.

Multimodal Anxiety and Social Skills Intervention (MASSI)

White et al. [34] used Multimodal Anxiety and Social Skills Intervention (MASSI) and included group therapy for social skills training among their treatment modalities to offer the
opportunity to practice social skills in a relatively naturalistic yet highly supportive environment. The therapy was designed as a CBT program and applied behaviour analysis that targeted concurrent anxiety and social disability in adolescents with ASD via individual therapy, group social skills training and parent coaching. MASSI was developed specifically for adolescents with high functioning autism spectrum disorders (HFASD) accompanied by moderate to severe anxiety problems. The ‘dual focus’ in treatment was based on the notion that unaddressed anxiety problems could undermine the benefits that might otherwise be realized with a ‘pure’ social skills intervention. Adolescents with high levels of anxiety might be less able to make use of the social skills training, avoid opportunities to practice newly learned social skills, or both.

The decision of making an integrated intervention, i.e. group sessions delivered along with individual sessions was based on the assumption that combined treatment would protect against attrition and promote more rapid improvement than sequential treatment. The group treatment modality began approximately 3 weeks after the beginning of individual therapy and continued concurrently throughout the rest of the individual therapy. All participants in MASSI were invited to attend all the group sessions. The group meetings each lasted 75 minutes. Each participant had his or her own identified clinician for individual therapy sessions which also promoted social skills development; this therapist also co-led the participant’s group sessions. Thus, for each cohort of three MASSI participants, there were two therapists. In each group of three subjects with an ASD, there was one unaffected peer tutor (volunteer of similar age from the community), who offered age-appropriate modelling and feedback to the MASSI participants. Video-recorded sessions for reliability were selected to ensure the therapists’ ratings of fidelity.

The group component emphasized behavioural practice within a supportive environment to minimise the information processing weaknesses associated with ASD. The group component was meant to offer a positive social learning experience with peers, which can further motivate adolescents to continue to evolve their skills and to act on making acquaintances. A positive group experience could also reduce the inclination to escape social situations.

The content of the seven group sessions was the same for all participants, as the skills covered, e.g. how to join into peer groups, had broad applicability for adolescents with ASD (Table 3).

### Table 2 Published clinical trials of group therapy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author (year)</th>
<th>Age range/ Sample size</th>
<th>Anxiety measure</th>
<th>Characteristics of intervention</th>
<th>Characteristics of controlled</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chalfant et al. [29]</td>
<td>Age 8-13 (n=47)</td>
<td>ADIS, SCAS, RCMAS, Children’s automatic thoughts scale, SDQ-Parent, SCAS-Parent</td>
<td>A 12-week group CBT based on ‘Cool Kids’ program (n=28)</td>
<td>Approx. 7 months waiting list (n=19)</td>
<td>71.4% of the treated children no longer met criteria for an anxiety disorder compared to 0% in the wait list condition (n=19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sofronoff et al. [30]</td>
<td>Age 10-12 (n=71)</td>
<td>SCAS, SCAS-Parent, Child report measure</td>
<td>A 6-week CBT Child based (n=23) or combined child and parent (n=25) intervention</td>
<td>A waiting list group</td>
<td>Significant decreases Parent reports SWQ at follow-up and a significant increase in the child’s ability to generate positive strategies in an anxiety-provoking situation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood et al. (2009) [26]</td>
<td>Ages 7-11 (n=40)</td>
<td>Anxiety symptom checklists at baseline and post treatment/post waitlist</td>
<td>16 sessions of standard CBT augmented with multiple treatment components (n=17)</td>
<td>A 3 month wait list (n=23)</td>
<td>78.5% CGI improved compared to only 8.7% of the waitlist group, Remission of anxiety in the CBT group, but child reported anxiety had no significant effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaven et al. (2009) [31]</td>
<td>Age 8-14 (n=33)</td>
<td>SCARED; K-SADS</td>
<td>Manualized CBT group Parent-child dyads(n=10)</td>
<td>Wait list(n=23)</td>
<td>Significant reductions in parent’s report of anxiety symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaven et al. (2012) [32]</td>
<td>Age 7-14 (n=50)</td>
<td>ADIS-P</td>
<td>Modified CBT (n=24)</td>
<td>TAU (n=26)</td>
<td>50% in the CBT compared to 8.7% TAU group had a clinically meaningful positive treatment response, group CBT intervention specifically developed for children with ASD may be effective in decreasing anxiety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White et al. (2010 and 2012) [33]</td>
<td>Age 12-17 (n=30)</td>
<td>ADIS-C/P (SSRS) CASI-Anx CGI-I, PARS</td>
<td>Multimodal Anxiety and Social Skills Intervention (MASSI) (n=15, 13 completed)</td>
<td>Wait-list control (n=15, 12 completed)</td>
<td>16% improvement in ASD social impairment MASSI is a feasible treatment program and further evaluation is warranted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ADIS: Anxiety Disorder Interview Schedule; CGI: Clinical Global Scale; MASSI: Multidimensional Anxiety Scale for Children; CBCL: Child Behavioural Checklist; SSRS: Social Skills Rating System; VABS: Vineland Adaptive Behaviour Scales; SWQ: Social Questionnaire; MCIT: Multi-Component Integrated Treatment; PARS: Paediatric Anxiety Rating Scale; RCMASA: Revised Children’s Manifest Anxiety Scale; SRS: Social Responsiveness Scale; CASI-Anx: Child and Adolescent Symptom Inventory-4 ASD Anxiety Scale; K-SADS: Kiddie-Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia; SDQ: Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire
Method

This group therapy treatment was part of a randomized case-control study, which compared Cognitive Behavioural Therapy, i.e. the MASSI vs. Counselling for Adolescents with Autistic Spectrum Disorder who had co-existing Anxiety. The study obtained ethics approval from East of England Ethics Committee. We used MASSI as devised by White et al.

20 out of 43 adolescents aged from 12 to 16, with diagnosis of ASD (confirmed by ADOS [34] and AID-R [35]) and anxiety symptoms (by ADIS-C/P [36]), who were under the care of Children and Adolescent Mental Health Service, attended the group therapy. The participants included 12 males and 8 females.

Our group therapy took place in an outpatient CAMHS specialist clinic at Bedfordshire. The available room was a multi-functional family therapy room with some distractions, such as recording equipment like camera and a one-way mirror, spare tables and chairs, painting materials and books. We were aware that the place and room setting might have an effect on participation of group members. We were however able to have the same room throughout the treatment which helped with consistency.

In CBT groups we focused on main topics including introduction and talking to peers, following a conversation, emotion regulation, entering a group and social skills.

In counselling groups, we focused on main themes which participants contributed to, including talking about feelings, developing friendships and communication skills.

We used small group discussions, role play exercises and feedbacks on the spot. During and after each group session we took notes about interactions and dynamics.

Our group treatment modality began about 3 weeks after the beginning of individual therapy and continued concurrently throughout the rest of the individual therapy. We used a time bound closed group using a structured approach for each individual. The therapy included five 45-minute group therapy sessions, occurring approximately every other week and each session followed by a ten-minute check in with parents. Sessions’ time was after school and followed the school calendar to minimise interference with school attendance. In total, 20 participants participated in thirty sessions of group therapy over six months.

Results and Discussion

Approach and model of treatment

Some preparation was required for the transition process of moving from one to one individual treatment to group model. We found the following points useful to think about how this process could be facilitated to allow Group Therapy participants to get well prepared;

- Pre-group sessions: one to one session with the therapist to discuss how the group works, formal/informal setting, ground rules and boundaries.

- Also exploring previous exposure to any group and experience of group activities in settings outside clinic could help them to reflect on similarities and differences of different groups.

The introduction component of the group therapy was the most sensitive phase of MASSI protocol. Handling it carefully appeared helpful for the group in order to be more comfortable and less anxious about practical points of how we wanted to deliver the group such as ‘what would happen next’, knowing each other, the exact length of each session and whether the process of the group discussions was scripted or spontaneous.

Each group began their first session with therapists welcoming the group and explaining their roles and who they were, frequency of sessions and also setting the ground rules and clarifying the confidentiality. We noticed most of the participants liked an ice breaking time to manage their anxiety.

The therapists began to introduce themselves, which provided the group with a model in action to help the participants to become familiar with basic social cues. Most of the participants talked about their hobbies and interests to introduce themselves to others. On one hand, there were some participants who could not introduce themselves saying ‘I don’t know what to say about myself’. On the other hand, there were some who wanted to tell others everything about their hobbies during introductions.

Throughout the counselling sessions, participants were encouraged to bring up different topics so that they could engage in a conversation. These included their hobbies, feelings, interests as well as their special interests such as sport, music, video games and animals. We noticed that incorporating special interests into activities significantly increased social interest and participation [37].

Participants also talked about their social difficulties. The common themes included school related issues, being bullied, dealing with rumours and difficulties with other peers and some teachers. We tried to validate their emotional experiences and feedback directly on their experiences. We focused on social skills training such as modelling reactions to bully and best ways of seeking help, how to join a group, maintain a conversation and how to use appropriate social greeting to improve their social skills and reduce the chance of more of such experiences [33].

Participants were curious and reflective about the meaning of ‘being normal/not normal’ and were curious to know how...
Another participant’s first reaction to the idea of coming to a group was that they would attend the group ‘only if there was no other participant in the group’. However, their attitude shifted towards a successful group attending.

The ideal group size also matters. Our groups consisted of minimum 3 to maximum 5 adolescents, both male and female. The ideal size might be a group of 4 participants, (2 boys/2 girls), with two therapists.

**Participation**

Screening is needed to allow participant selection. Participants’ factors such as their personality, special interests, sensory issues, snack choice, the severity of anxiety, level of social impairment, could not only have a massive impact on participants’ engagement and non-engagement, group dynamic and pace, but also on how threatening or comforting they would perceive a group.

Atwood and Scarpa [38] recommend the group participants to be carefully selected to increase cohesion of the group. Children and adolescents with ASD are at risk of additional diagnoses or problematic behaviours, including externalising behaviours, such as impulsivity, hyperactivity and oppositionality, which can have an impact on cohesion. They also talked about the following points:

- Leader to participant ratio to allow effective monitoring and facilitation of group interactions and attention, depending on small/large groups, hyperactivity, behavioural difficulties.
- The personality of each participant and their emotional and intellectual maturity to maximise group cooperation, mutual support and the possibility of the development of friendship within or after the group sessions.

By reviewing the dynamic of the interactions of our participants, three patterns emerged from their social interactions in a group; these patterns could interchange with each other within a session or dominate a whole session but not the other. In the following diagrams, black circles are therapists, white circles are participants and arrows show the direction of interactions.

a) Slow respondent; group might become very therapist led and rely on therapists to provide the idea. There is no interaction between participants and all conversations are channelled to the therapists who draw connections between members. The group could easily become non-productive (Figure 1).

b) Appropriate respondent; interacting according to the context of the session, participants joining the conversation. There are appropriate reciprocal and spontaneous conversations (Figure 2).

c) Rapid respondent; by being over talkative or entertaining; group might become easily distracted from the goals; one participant might take over the lead and force others to listen to his or her special interest (Figure 3).

**Feedback**

We asked the participants about their experience of participating in the group when they finished the therapy. What emerged from the feedbacks was similar to a few of what Yalom identified as 11 characteristics that make group therapy effective; Universality, Group Cohesiveness, Altruism, Instillation of Hope, Imparting Information, Interpersonal Learning, Development of Socializing Techniques, Imitative Behaviour, Corrective Recapitulation of the Primary Family Group, Catharsis and Existential Factors.

**Gender**

The most recent prevalence study in the US (CDC 2012) [4] estimated that the ratio of boys to girls with an ASD is 5:1. The strategies used in CBT are usually gender-neutral, but there may be situations, such as being bullied by girls rather than boys, which require gender-specific strategies. Clinical experience indicated that there could be advantages in having groups specifically for girls, if this was at all possible. Therefore, clinicians need to bear in mind that should a girl with ASD be the only female in the group, she might feel uncomfortable and self-conscious.

On the other hand, male/female mixed groups could well mirror the social world, e.g. school social setting, in which group members need to deal with each other mainly about sensitive emotions such as being rejected or bullied.

Our participants’ male/female ratio was different from CDC 2012 because we had about 40% girls (5:2). From a gender point of view and in contrary to boys, girls who attended the group found being around the boys rather comfortable. However, boys usually intended to pair with each other, possibly because of either sharing similar special interests such as video games/sport or being anxious about interacting with girls.

Female participants were more reflective about their self-concept. For example, one girl in the group connected her special interests about history with her identity and self-concept when reflected on herself as ‘finding myself similar to old-time people’.

Therefore, the decision about having a mixed group could depend on the peer group, members’ experience and the content of their discussions.

**Size**

One participant reflected on the word ‘group’ and said that when he was invited to the group, he imagined himself ‘being among fifty people and had to stand in front of a microphone to talk to others’. His imagination scared him and he was about to refuse to come, but later on he understood the setting was smaller and friendlier. This invited the thought about the usage of an essentially clearer language in future invitation letters to explain the size of the group.

Another participant’s first reaction to the idea of coming to a group was that they would attend the group ‘only if there was no other participant in the group’. However, their attitude shifted towards a successful group attending.
Participants also appreciated peer support helpful in improving their understanding about ASD-related problems.
- One participant who rated their experience 8 out of 10 said ‘Other people can tell the same way as me, I learned about different people’s problems and how they tell’.
- One participant who rated their experience 5 out of 10 (pretty helpful) said that ‘I learnt things about myself, ASD and Anxiety’.

We also noticed how they learned through Imparting Information (educational), Interpersonal Learning, Development of Socializing Techniques and Imitative Behaviour;
- One participant who rated their experience 8 out of 10 (very helpful) said ‘Talking to someone I don’t know that well about things made me feel more confident about talking to people’.
- One participant who rated their experience 10 out of 10 (very helpful) said ‘I learnt things about myself, ASD and Anxiety’.

Such experiences might have been due to different factors, such as wrong selection during our assessment, attending group only because they were told to, to keep their clinician or parent happy, social anxiety causing difficulty to join, different expectation from being in a group, or previous experiences of joining a group. Therefore, clinicians could help the participants by actively seeking their view about their group experience.

Parents also gave us their feedback. They informally talked to us whilst they were waiting to collect their children. They appeared to be reassured by this experience. We did not have enough resources to offer them a parallel parent group to support them; however, we felt a parallel coffee group led by an experienced facilitator such as a parent or a CAMHS practitioner could provide an enormous support.

**Group therapists**

Two therapists facilitated the sessions and stayed the same to provide consistency. In all groups, facilitators considered to plan sessions and determine relevant themes for each group based on membership and targeted group goal. Each participant had his or her own clinician for individual therapy in CAMHS which also promoted social skills development.

We found having two Group therapists a practical way to model communication, which helped to improve participants’ social skills by modelling appropriate and suitable responses in social
settings such as sharing appropriate information, ways of dealing with feelings and skills set of identifying thoughts and underneath feelings.

Group therapists provided instant praise on a ‘here and now basis’ for practical behaviour of participants and constructive feedbacks to help participants to use less of avoidance and more of an acceptance.

**Personal reflection**

First of all, we tried being sensitively aware of our own thoughts, feelings and beliefs. This awareness made us to refrain from communicating a model as too good to be real or appearing as impossible to be like us.

We were particularly very interested in thinking about the process as what we were doing and why, rather than just following the manual. Therefore, we actively talked to each other to check whether our planning fitted to the group and what was going on in the group.

We used video recording to reflect on our practice and also constantly learn from feedback and outcome. We adopted the level of our response to our participants’ paces, e.g. spending enough time when someone needed to receive an empathic response appropriate to the context such as being bullied or rejected. As one of the main learning points, we could receive new perspectives by asking the participants to let us know their feedbacks.

In a ‘co-therapy’ relationship, one of us was a more skilled group therapist, which made the experience of being co-therapist very secure feeling for the other one. It worked well as we could plan the group together when someone was on annual leave.

**Conclusion**

Group therapy for children with ASD and anxiety is supported by the literature. This article explained about a CAMH service that provided a group therapy. The limitation is difficult to draw firm conclusions as numbers are low, but there are potential for further studies.

We used a time bound closed group using a structured approach to cognitive-behavioural and social aspect of treatment. This was an interesting process, which was appreciated by the participants and their families. They requested to receive such groups again in the future.

The therapists also learned about different aspects of group settings such as group dynamics, group composition and structure, the role of group leader and the change process in groups. It was a joyful experience to participate in young people’s groups. We learned from the whole process and about their concerns and worries as well as their favourite books, readings, movies, video games and music.

Group therapy could provide a social impression similar to the real life scenario experiences and facilitate social skills learning and interpersonal communications. It also helps members learn about how others view them and what impact their behaviour could have on others.

The very different feedbacks for the different participants made it clear that despite all steps taken to match the participants and their suitability, active and on-going feedback seeking is essential to improve their participation and increase the quality of their group exercise.

If we would be able to run such groups again in future, we would try using our experience to build a group by considering better participants’ selection. We would also try to have a parallel parent’s support group.
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